Abstract-Direct Position Estimation (DPE) is an unconventional GPS positioning technique that directly estimates the GPS navigation solution from the GPS raw signal. In our prior work, we have proposed and implemented a novel DPE receiver architecture that efficiently estimates and tracks a comprehensive underlying signal and navigation parameter set of threedimensional (3D) position, clock bias, 3D velocity and clock drift without additional aiding information from an external source.
Abstract-Direct Position Estimation (DPE) is an unconventional GPS positioning technique that directly estimates the GPS navigation solution from the GPS raw signal. In our prior work, we have proposed and implemented a novel DPE receiver architecture that efficiently estimates and tracks a comprehensive underlying signal and navigation parameter set of threedimensional (3D) position, clock bias, 3D velocity and clock drift without additional aiding information from an external source.
To further reduce the computational load of DPE, we propose low duty-cycling of our DPE receiver architecture. Our dutycycled DPE receiver algorithm consists of a computationally efficient DPE measurement update and a DPE time update that reduces the accumulation of signal tracking errors. Our DPE measurement update optimizes over navigation parameter subsets, combines and computes batch signal replica generation and correlation using Fast Fourier Transforms and estimates the navigation solution using a correlation-weighted mean. Our DPE time update iteratively predicts and updates the signal code phase and carrier doppler frequency parameters using updated satellite positions, velocities, clock biases and clock drifts calculated using the satellite broadcast ephemerides.
We implemented our duty-cycled DPE receiver architecture using a commercial frontend and our software platform -PyGNSS. We conducted both static and dynamic open-sky experiments. From the signal tracking results of the static experiment, we demonstrate that our duty-cycled DPE receiver, with duty-cycling as low as 2%, shows similar performance to continuous DPE. From the positioning results of the dynamic experiment, we
I. INTRODUCTION
Direct Position Estimation (DPE) is an unconventional GPS positioning technique that directly estimates the GPS navigation solution from the GPS raw signal [1] , [2] . DPE works by performing correlations of the received signal against the expected signal reception at multiple candidate navigation points. The navigation solution is then estimated as the navigation candidate with the highest vector correlation, a correlation result accumulated across multiple satellite signals, as shown in Fig. 1 . In our prior work, we have proposed and implemented a novel DPE receiver architecture that efficiently estimates and tracks a comprehensive underlying signal and navigation parameter set of three-dimensional (3D) position, clock bias, 3D velocity and clock drift without additional aiding information from an external source [3] , [4] . However, this implementation still requires significant computational time and is thus only suitable for delay tolerant applications. To further reduce the computational load of DPE, we propose low duty-cycling of our DPE receiver architecture.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work on improving DPE's computational efficiency and related work on duty-cycling of conventional GPS positioning. Section III describes our approach, computationally efficient DPE via low duty-cycling. Section IV describes our implementation using our software platformPyGNSS. Section V presents our experiment results. Through our experiments, we show that our duty-cycled DPE receiver with duty-cycling as low as 2% demonstrates similar performance to continuous DPE under a static, open-sky scenario. In addition, our duty-cycled DPE receiver tracks a moving vehicle under a dynamic, open-sky scenario. Finally, Section VI summarizes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
This section describes related work on improving DPE's computational efficiency and related work on duty-cycling of conventional GPS positioning.
A. Improving DPE's Computational Efficiency
Related work on improving DPE's computational efficiency include use of sparsely-located navigation candidates [5] , reducing the number of required navigation candidates [6] - [8] , efficient techniques for calculating multiple correlations [9] and efficient techniques for estimating the navigation solution given the vector correlation distribution [5] .
To improve efficiency of initialization, coarse-grid search [5] and initialization using Assisted-GPS (A-GPS) [10] was proposed.
To improve efficiency after initialization near the main vector correlation peak, optimization over navigation subsets was proposed. One such implementation used parameter grouping by position-clock-bias and velocity-clockdrift [5] , [6] . In this manner, parameters within subsets are strongly correlated while parameters across subsets are weakly correlated. The subsets can then be separately optimized. Other subset optimization implementations used parameter grouping where each parameter formed its own subset [11] , [12] , Space-Alternating Generalized ExpectationMaximization (SAGE) [7] and Accelerated Random Search (ARS) [8] . These subset optimization methods reduced the number of required navigation candidates and thus the overall computational load. However, they were sensitive to initialization [7] . Subset optimization required initialization near the main navigation peak. To increase the chances of initialization near the main navigation correlation peak for subsequent DPE measurement updates, motion model filtering was performed between DPE measurement updates [6] , [13] , [14] .
For faster replica signal generation and correlation against the received signal, the processes were combined and batch performed using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) [9] .
Finally, instead of performing a computationally intensive search for the vector correlation peak, using a correlationweighted mean improves computational efficiency [5] . [22] , [25] , [26] .
B. Duty-Cycling of Conventional GPS Positioning
Conventional methods of duty-cycling the GPS receiver switched the entire GPS receiver 'on' and 'off' [15] based on the signal environment [16] , [17] and receiver dynamics [18] - [20] .
State-of-the-art implementations duty-cycle the GPS receiver's signal tracking and positioning processes, as shown in Fig. 2 . Most implementations employ open-loop snapshot processing with cloud offloading [21] . Implementations differ in the partitioning of the GPS processes between the GPS receiver and the cloud. With different partitioning, the data communicated with the cloud differs.
In one implementation, the GPS receiver performs only signal sensing. The GPS receiver then sends a two millisecond baseband signal to the cloud [22] . The cloud uses A-GPS and Coarse Time Navigation (CTN) [23] to complete acquisition and positioning [22] , [24] .
To reduce the amount of data transmitted, another implementation proposed sending the scalar correlograms from acquisition to the cloud [25] . The cloud then completes acquisition and positioning [25] .
To increase positioning precision and further reduce the amount of data transmitted, another implementation proposed preliminary scalar tracking then sending the tracked scalar code phases to the cloud [26] . With ten milliseconds of preliminary scalar tracking, the average positioning error is around 40 meters. With another 300 milliseconds of preliminary scalar tracking, the average positioning error is comparable to that of a continuously tracking GPS receiver [26] . This however offers minimal benefit as 300 milliseconds is on the order of the initial time taken to lock onto a satellite signal from acquisition.
Without preliminary scalar tracking, duty-cycling implementations based on conventional GPS processing are unable to achieve the accuracy and precision comparable to that of a continuously tracking GPS receiver [27] .
Conventional signal tracking and navigation schemes such as scalar and vector tracking use intermediate measurements of scalar code and carrier discriminations [28] , [29] . These lead to a combination of higher measurement noise, limited discriminator range and more stringent loop stability criteria [30] that result in the signal tracking loops of scalar and vector tracking receivers being unsuitable for duty-cycling. A recent result showed that for a 1Hz positioning update rate, to achieve accuracy comparable to a continuous scalar tracking receiver, the scalar tracking receiver may only be duty-cycled with a duty-cycling factor of 80% [27] .
On the other hand, DPE jointly processes available satellite signals to directly estimate the navigation solution [31] . This leads to a combination of lower measurement noise and no linearisation of navigation equations, making DPE receiver architectures suitable for duty-cycling. Using DPE, we perform duty-cycling as low as 2% while providing position updates at a 1Hz rate, with accuracy comparable to a continuous DPE receiver.
III. OUR APPROACH: DUTY-CYCLED DIRECT POSITIONING
We propose a novel duty-cycled DPE receiver architecture with accuracy comparable to that of a continuously tracking DPE receiver. Our duty-cycled DPE receiver architecture consists of a computationally efficient DPE measurement update and a DPE time update that mitigates the accumulation of signal tracking errors.
Our computationally efficient DPE measurement update [3] , [4] uses optimizations over navigation parameter subsets, combines and computes batch signal replica generation and correlation using Fast Fourier Transforms and estimates the navigation solution using a correlation-weighted mean instead of a computationally intensive peak search. The exact computation time depends on signal sampling parameters and the number of satellites in view.
During the time required to compute the DPE measurement update, we iteratively predict satellite movements, using the satellite broadcast ephemerides, and update the signal code phase and carrier doppler frequency parameters. This DPE time update reduces the accumulation of signal tracking errors during the time in which the DPE receiver is not performing any DPE measurement update.
The block diagram showing the processes within the DPE measurement update and the DPE time update is given in Fig. 3 . 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION USING PYGNSS
We implemented our duty-cycled DPE receiver architecture with the following parameters:
• perform 1 DPE measurement update every 1 sec on a 20 msec GPS raw signal snippet during which the GPS receiver is 'on'.
• perform 49 DPE time updates during the 980 msec in which the GPS receiver is 'off'. Our computationally efficient DPE measurement update takes approximately 1 sec to perform. During this time, we perform our DPE time updates to mitigate the accumulation of signal tracking errors. Using our duty-cycled DPE receiver architecture, we provide positioning updates at a 1 Hz rate with a duty-cycling factor of 2%. We mitigate the time delay required to obtain the positioning update through extrapolating the navigation results by the time delay. An overview of our duty-cycled DPE receiver architecture is shown in Fig. 4 .
We implemented our duty-cycled DPE receiver using commercially available signal sensing frontend components and our software platform -PyGNSS. Available modules within PyGNSS are shown in Fig. 5 . Our duty-cycled DPE receiver architecture and its accompanying computer algorithm are shown in Fig. 6 .
Referring to the receiver architecture in Fig. 6 , our dutycycled DPE Receiver object has a NavGuess object, a RawFile object and multiple Channel objects, with each Channel having its own Correlator and Ephemerides objects.
Using NavGuess, the Receiver initializes 25 4 evenly-spaced navigation guesses in the position-clock-bias navigation subset around its current navigation state. These navigation guesses are separated by 50 m within each navigation search dimension. Using NavGuess, the Receiver also initializes 25 4 evenly-spaced navigation guesses in the velocity-clock-drift navigation subset around its current navigation state. These guesses are separated by 2.5 ms −1 within the three velocity search dimensions and 0.03 ms −1 within the clock drift search dimension.
Our duty-cycled DPE Receiver also has a satpos module that calculates satellite positions, clock biases, velocities and clock drifts based on the Channel's Ephemerides and a satellite transmit time. The satellite transmit time is obtained from the signal code phase attribute maintained within each Channel.
Referring to the computer algorithm in Fig. 6 , our dutycycled DPE Receiver cycles between a DPE time update process and a DPE measurement update process.
Within the DPE time update process, the duty-cycled DPE Receiver performs a 'Receiver.time update', a 'Channels.time update' and a 'Channels.meas update'. 'Receiver.time update' increments the Receiver's positionclock-bias based on its velocity-clock-drift using a constant acceleration motion model. 'Channels.time update' increments the signal code phases by the signal carrier doppler frequencies. The incremented signal code phases are translated into updated satellite transmit times which we use to calculate updated satellite positions, clock biases, velocities and clock drifts. The updated satellite navigation states are used to update signal code phases and carrier doppler frequencies in 'Channels.meas update'. 'RawFile.seek(980msec)' skips a 980 msec GPS raw signal snippet. 'RawFile.read(20msec)' reads a 20 msec GPS raw signal snippet. The duty-cycled DPE Receiver then cycles into the DPE measurement update process.
Within the DPE measurement update process, 'Channels.vector correlation' performs correlations against the received signal and accumulates the correlations across satellites to form the vector correlation. 'Receiver.meas update' calculates the DPE navigation solution using the vector correlation and updates the Receiver's navigation parameters. 'Channels.meas update' then updates the Channel's signal parameters based on the updated Receiver's navigation parameters.
The duty-cycled DPE receiver repeatedly cycles between the DPE measurement update and DPE time update.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS With our duty-cycled DPE receiver, we conducted both static and dynamic open-sky experiments to verify its feasibility and validate its accuracy. To avoid effects of increased tracking robustness and noise reduction associated with filtering, we did not smooth our navigation results with a navigation filter.
The static open-sky experiment was conducted on the roof of Talbot laboratory, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign (UIUC). We used an AntCom 3GNSSA4-XT-1 GNSS antenna [32] , an Ettus Research N210 Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [33] , equipped with a DBSRX2 daughterboard [34] , triggered by a Microsemi Quantum SA.45s Chip Scale Atomic Clock (CSAC) [35] . We used zero-IF complex sampling with a 5.0MHz sampling frequency.
The dynamic open-sky experiment was conducted south of campus, UIUC. Apart from switching to a low-cost small ANT-555 magnetic mount active patch antenna [36] , the signal sensing frontend components and signal sampling parameters are the same.
A. Static Experiment Results
The signal tracking results from the static, open-sky experiment show similar performance to continuous DPE. The signal tracking residuals obtained by performing a difference of code phase and carrier doppler frequency results from 2% dutycycled DPE against continuous DPE is noisy but unbiased, as shown in Fig. 7 . 
B. Dynamic Experiment Results
The results from the dynamic, open-sky experiment show 2% duty-cycled DPE tracking a moving vehicle. Shown in Fig. 8 are the positioning results in the navigation domain. Each position marker on the Google Maps [37] plot is a DPE measurement update, each update separated by 1 second. 2% duty-cycled DPE accurately tracked the navigation states of a dynamic receiver.
The same experiment was repeated under signal attenuation of approximately 15dB per channel. Under signal attenuation, our duty-cycled DPE receiver outperforms continuous vector tracking, as shown in Fig. 9 . 
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we improved the computational efficiency of DPE via low duty-cycling. Our duty-cycled DPE receiver architecture uses a computationally efficient DPE measurement update and a DPE time update that mitigates accumulation of signal tracking errors. We implemented our dutycycled DPE receiver architecture using our software platform -PyGNSS. We conducted experiments in both static and dynamic receiver scenarios. Our experimental results show that we have achieved duty-cycling at low as 2% while maintaining similar positioning performance to a continuous DPE receiver.
